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Aware and away in the sun

CLOCK THIS!

Beach and Pools
Horse riding on the shoreline may have a
romantic image, however, it is not so romantic if you end up in hospital by being
trampled or as a result of a fall. Please do
not encourage this activity and be aware
that the hotel has no connection with this
beach activity and will not accept any liability should an accident occur. The hotel
horses are well trained and may only be
ridden in an enclosed area under professional supervision for your safety.

Happy Aperitifs
& Happy Nightcaps
at the Polo Bar

5-7P.M. & 9:30-11:30P.M.
Great discounts on
selected drinks

Dusit Thani Hua Hin Bi-Monthly News

Feb/Mar 2011

Can 2011 pull a peaceful and prosperous rabbit
out of the hat?
Courtesy of Khun Sumate Sudasna, CDM Thailand

The Year of The Rabbit is generally
in sharp contrast to the explosive
year of the Tiger. It is a year of placidity and respite; a carefree happy year that
will be both temperate and relaxed.

A stay at Dusit Thani Hua Hin is a
time to forget your cares, relax and
enjoy our hospitality to the full in a welcoming safe and stress-free environment.
In an ideal world this environment would
extend beyond our reassuring boundaries
on to the beach and into the community.
However, the world and its people do not
always conform to such high ideals and especially when vacationing one should not
abandon the sensible precautions and level
of awareness we would normally apply
when out and about in our own familiar
surroundings.
Thailand is rightly one of the world’s most
popular holiday and travel destinations,
blessed with an astonishing diversity of
geographic beauty and culturally amazing
and welcoming population, the vast majority of whom proudly delight in extend-

ing warmth with genuine care and concern for foreign visitors to their country.
As with any population there will always
surface a few opportunist bad apples that
will seek to exploit anyone that is vulnerable or has dropped their guard, even
among other tourists one should maintain
awareness and caution to avoid becoming
a victim of such unscrupulous people.

Non-residents and outside traders
To ensure peace of mind for our guests
we do not allow unregistered visitors to
use our pools nor encourage outside services and traders, such as tailors etc., to
visit guest rooms. Also, bearing in mind
that taxis and Tuk Tuks are unregulated
and may result in unexpected disputes
over fares, plus may not be up to expected
safety standards, we also provide reasonably-priced safe, comfortable and reliable

transportation options.
It is quite understandable that beggars, especially children, and hawkers draw compassion. However, all may not be what it
seems and your generosity may in fact
contribute to the continued exploitation
of these unfortunate people by criminal
elements within the community.

With plentiful sunloungers it is our policy
that to avoid beds being left unattended for
longer than an hour, at the annoyance of
fellow guests who may wish to utilise them,
our staff are instructed to remove towels
after this period and offer the available
lounger on a first-come first-served basis.
Please do not ask members of the staff to
reserve sunloungers on your behalf as a
refusal may cause embarrassment.
Finally there is one very real danger,
even in-house at Dusit Thani Hua Hin
and that is the gorgeous climate that
we enjoy. If you are unaccustomed to a
tropical environment, please be cautious
with skin exposure to the sun and avoid
dehydration.
Pay attention to the above and you are
sure of enjoying a wonderful Aware and
Away experience.

The Rat in the Year of the Rabbit
Although this is a calm and quiet year, the
Rat must be careful with money. He or
she will make new contacts in business,
and there is the possibility of adding new
members to the family. This Rat has
excellent taste and certainly knows
how to appreciate the finer things
in life. His home is comfortable
and nicely decorated, and he likes
to entertain and mix in fashionable
circles. He has considerable financial
acumen and invests his money well.
On the surface he appears cheerful
and confident, but deep down he can be
troubled by worries that are quite often
of his own making. He is exceptionally
loyal to his family and friends. As with the
general nature of the year, some months
will be quiet socially, while others will
see a flurry of opportunities to go out.
The second half of the year will be busier
than the first, with May, August and midNovember to mid-January likely to be
the liveliest and more interesting months.
Overall, a quietish year, but one which

can be of considerable value in the longer
term. Seize any opportunities to develop
your skills and knowledge, and spend time
furthering your personal interests. These can be satisfying and often lead
to other possibilities. Also
give time

to others. You
have great personal
skills and should use your gifts well.

The Ox in the Year of the Rabbit
Progress is steady this year, although there
may be sad news concerning a friend or
family member.
The Ox is confident and very strongwilled. He can be blunt and forthright
in his views and is not afraid of speaking

his mind. He
sets about his
objectives with a dogged determination,
but he can become so involved in his
various activities that he can be oblivious to the thoughts and feelings of those
around him, and this can sometimes be to
his detriment. He is honest and dependable and will never promise more than he
can deliver. He has a good appreciation
of the arts and usually has a small circle

The MIDNIGHT HOUR that lit up Hua Hin (see page 8)

of very good
and loyal friends.
Overall, the Rabbit Year can be an important one for the Ox. It will not only
bring special times, but also some opportunities to develop. Whether in his work
or his personal interests, by being forward
thinking and acting on his aims, the Ox
will find his energy and focus leading to a
lot opening up for him. A positive and encouraging year. Decide on your aims for
the year. Once your attention is directed

(continued on page 4)
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Inside Information

Once a household name in Thailand,

Khun Srisalai walked away, much to the disappointment of her loyal fans, from

an enormously successful career as a recording and performing artist in order

to enjoy the quiet rural delights of France.After exerting great persuasion, we
are delighted to have her with us, making a rare public appearance nightly from
12th -14th February. Khun Srisalai’s inimitable sultry voice and wonderfully
mesmeric repertoire of romantic ballads and love songs, for which she is so famous, is sure to weave a magical Valentine spell into the ambience of the Polo

Srisalai Suchartvuti – A Thai valentine returns
Bar and should not be missed.

Dear Guests,
Well for all the Rabbits in the world, this
is your year! So, a Happy Chinese New
Year to you, and to all the other Zodiac
creatures also. Rabbit years are supposed
to be calmer, but nevertheless at the Dusit
Thani Hua Hin we have a planned
enough events and activities to keep
everyone hopping about with delight for
the next twelve months. As you can see
in this issue, it was great to welcome back
so many return guests and the New Year
Party was spectacular success.
As well as the seasonal festivities we have
lined up for you, if you are with us during the music workshop please come and
enjoy the performances, you will not be
disappointed.
Wishing you a most pleasurable stay,

Victor Sukseree
General Manager
P.S. Your feedback, comments and suggestions are most valuable to us. If you have
something you wish to get off your chest,
please don’t hesitate to contact us at hhsunboxoffice@dusit.com or by your preferred means of communication.

1349 Petchkasem Road,
Cha-am, Petchburi 76120, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 3244 2100
Fax: +66 (0) 3252 0296
E-mail: dthh@dusit.com

Valentine’
s
Set
Dinner
at Rim Talay Bar & Grill
Baht 4,200net for 2 persons

including 2 roses and 2 glasses of Prossecco
and a nightcap for 2 persons at the Polo Bar
Heart of Yellow and Red Watermelon
with a Blackberry-Balsamic Reduction and Grana Padano on Micro Greens
Pan-Fried “Foie Gras”
with an Espuma of Pumpkin Flavoured with Amaretto Liqueur
or
Cream of Artichoke Bottom with Shredded Alaskan King Crab
Orange and Grand-Marnier Flavoured Sorbet Served in a Shell
Steamed Supreme of Snowfish over a Lemongrass Bouillon
Topped with Duo of Caviar “Beurre Blanc”Sauce
on Capsicum Pilau Rice and Baby Vegetables
or
Pan-Seared Duck Magret with Pear in Red Wine and Three Spices
Accompanied by Grilled Asparagus and Crushed Potato Scented with Black Truffle
Strawberry Lover
Strawberry Mousse with Chocolate Crisp and Joconde Biscuit
Coffee or Tea with Mignardises

Music to the ears
It has oft been said that Dusit Thani
Hua Hin is the Hua Hin hotel with
the classical touch and once more for
three days in early April we go one step
towards justifying the compliment as we
again warmly welcome members of the
7th Silpakorn Summer Music School
(SSMS) to the hotel where they will be
showcasing their budding talents in a
mini-series of free chamber and orchestral concerts.
The 80 SSMS students are amongst the
finest young musicians in the land. Selected only after taxing auditions, they are
together for a week each summer at the
Rehearsal Camp on the beautiful campus
of Silpakorn University Hua Hin, 2 hours

south of Bangkok. Once primed, the
ensemble will round off the camp with
2 chamber concerts here in the Lobby
of Dusit Thani Hua Hin from 5.30P.M.
on both 5th and 6th April, followed by
a full orchestral concert in the majestic
setting of our Napalai Ballroom on the
Lobby Level of the hotel from 7.00P.M.
on Friday, 8th April. The full orchestra
will then pack their bags and instruments
before heading back to the City of Angels
where they will perform a closing performance in the Mahisorn Auditorium of
Siam Commercial Bank Headquarters in
Bangkok.
A staggering total of well over 1,000 musicians, ranging in age from 14 to 25, have

auditioned for SSMS. Those selected for
the full-scholarship and part-scholarship
programme study with an exceptional array of principal players from renowned
symphony orchestras around the world,
including the Bangkok Symphony Orchestra, Hong Kong Symphony Orchestra, NHK (Japan) Symphony Orchestra, as
well as those in Italy and the USA.
For the second consecutive year, the orchestra’s special guest conductor is musical maestro Hikotaro Yazaki, who will be
wielding his magical baton over a magnificent concert programme featuring a
mega-symphony called Titan, composed
by Gustav Mahler which will prove a

challenging composition for all of these
young musicians. An added bonus this
year, will be a World Premiere of a brand
new and as yet unknown number performed by the winner of the 7th SSMS
composition competition, whilst Mozart’s
Piano Concerto in A Major will also be
performed with the soloist being the
winner of the 7th SSMS Piano Concerto
Competition.
Full details are still to be confirmed at
press time but we thought you’d like to
know now so you can plan your visit.
However, if you would require additional
information, please feel free to contact the
hotel towards the beginning of April.
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(continued from page 1)
on these, interesting
developments can follow. Also, value your
relations with others.
These can help make
this important year all the more successful.

The Tiger in the Year of the Rabbit
A good year for both business and romance, and Tigers will find contentment
in their overall achievements. The Tiger
has an assertive and outgoing personality.
He is very ambitious and while his aims
may change from time to time, he will
work relentlessly until he has obtained
what he wants. He can, however, be impatient for results and become highly strung
if things do not work out as he would
like. He is distinctive in his appearance
and is admired and respected by many.
Overall, the Rabbit Year holds promising
prospects for the Tiger and by acting on
his ideas and opportunities, he will often
derive much satisfaction from what he is
able to do and the benefits that follow on.
An interesting and favourable year. Think
through what you want to achieve and
talk your ideas over with those around
you. With some clear ideas and the support of others, you can accomplish a great
deal this year and also benefit from the
opportunities it brings

The Rabbit in the Year of the Rabbit
A most auspicious year. Financial gains,
promotions, recognition, and unexpected
benefits are foreseen, along with happy
developments and celebrations at home.
The Rabbit is capable, ambitious and has
very definite views on what he wants to
achieve in life. He can occasionally appear reserved and aloof, but this is mainly
because he likes to keep his thoughts to
himself. He has a quick and alert mind
and is particularly shrewd in business
matters. He can also be very cunning in
his actions. He has a good appreciation
of the arts and likes to mix in the best
circles. He usually has a small but very
loyal group of friends. Overall, the Rabbit’s own year holds great potential for
him, but it is very much a case of acting
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on his ideas and seizing his opportunities.
With a positive ‘can do’ attitude, he can
accomplish a great deal. In addition, he
will be encouraged by the support and
affection of those close to him and, as he
will quickly find, in his own special year
he will have a great deal working in his
favour as well as some moments of good
fortune.
Enjoy your relations with those around
you. Encourage joint activities, move
plans ahead and, if keen to increase your
social circle, become involved in activities you can share with others. Also, keep
alert for sudden opportunities. Your own
year can be rewarding and bring several
special and important developments. Do
act on these.

The Snake in the Year of the Rabbit
A busy and moderately happy year. Numerous commitments keep the Snake
occupied, and money comes and goes in
equal amounts. The Snake is quiet, confident and fiercely independent. He often
prefers to work on his own and will only
let a privileged few into his confidence.
He is quick to spot opportunities and
will set about achieving his objectives with an awesome
determination. He is
astute in financial
matters and will often
invest his money well.
He also has a liking for the
finer things in life, and a good
appreciation of the arts, literature, music and food.
The Dragon in the Year of the Rabbit
A good and calm year. A stable time in He usually has a small
which fair progress in business is foreseen. group of exThe Dragon’s domestic life is peaceful tremely good
and stable, although they could experi- friends and
can be genence some minor health problems.
The Dragon is very strong-willed and has erous to his
ones.
a particularly forceful personality. He is loved
The
Rabbit
Year offers all Snakes
energetic, ambitious and tries to be scruan
excellent
chance
to enjoy their
pulous in his dealings with others. He
skills
and
interests
and
the posican also be blunt and to the point and
tive
action
they
take
will
help
usually has no hesitation in speaking his
to
make
this
a
personally
mind. If people disagree with him or are
not prepared to co-operate, he is more pleasing and beneficial
than happy to go his own way. He usually year. The love and
has very high moral values and is held in support of others
great esteem by his friends and colleagues. will make the start of this new decade in
For Dragons, this is an excellent year for their life all the more meaningful. Enjoy
tackling ideas they may have been con- sharing activities with those around you.
sidering for some while. These could be Their support and encouragement can
connected with their accommodation or help you to get far more out of the year.
interests and personal development, but Also consider developing your knowledge
2011 is very much a time for exploring and interests or taking up a new activity.
options and taking action. Dragons will This can have considerable benefit.
find the Rabbit Year a quietly satisfying
one. It is a time to concentrate on his
aims and to seize his opportunities. With
an earnest approach, backed by the support and affection of others, he will find
that much good can come from the year.
Spend time enjoying your skills and personal interests. Your knowledge and talents can bring you much pleasure as well
as open up other possibilities. Use your
The Horse in the Year of the Rabbit
ideas and gifts well.
This is a lucky year financially, and Horses
can expect good news or new members
added to their families.They will encounter few problems or obstacles. The Horse
is bold, confident and forthright. He is
ambitious and a great innovator. He loves
challenges and takes great delight in sorting out complicated problems. He likes to

have a certain amount of independence
and resents any outside interference in his
affairs. He has charm and a certain charisma, but he can also be very stubborn
and rather impulsive. He usually has many
friends and enjoys an active social life.
Overall, the Rabbit Year holds great
promise for the Horse and will give him
the chance to make more of his strengths
and further his knowledge. With commitment and self-belief, he can not only
benefit from current opportunities but
also prepare himself for future success. He
will also take great pleasure in pursuing
his interests and social life, and even
though the path of true love may
not always run smooth, in the main
this will be an encouraging and
personally rewarding year.
Give some thought to your
future. Suggestions that are
made now and opportunities
that arise can have considerable
long-term value. Also, develop
the special talents you have,
particularly those connected with your
personal interests.
These can give you
much pleasure as
well as offer some
personal benefit.

The Sheep in the Year of the Rabbit
This year the Sheep
makes gains financially and at
work but may
experience an
upheaval at
home; health
problems may
be caused by
accidental
injuries.
Overall, gains outweigh losses. The Sheep
is thorough and conscientious in all that
he does and is capable of doing very well
in his chosen profession. Despite his confident manner, he can be a great worrier
and he would find it helpful to discuss his
concerns with others rather than keep
them to himself. He is loyal to his family and employers and will have a small
group of particularly close friends. He has
good taste and is usually highly skilled in
some aspects of the arts, He is often a collector of antiques and his home will be
very tastefully furnished. The Year of the
Rabbit not only marks the start of a new
decade in the Sheep’s life but can have
far-reaching value. This is a time for putting in the effort and making the most of
opportunities. With willingness and perseverance, the Sheep can do his prospects
a lot of good. Personally, the Rabbit Year
can be special for him, with a busy social
life, new friendships and perhaps romance.
He will have a lot in his favour and this
is a year in which to take action and enjoy himself. With so much happening, do

keep your lifestyle in balance. Enjoy your
personal interests and social opportunities, but do not let them distract you from
work or studying. In this favourable year,
focus and self discipline will reward you
and help you to make more of your considerable potential.

The Monkey in the Year of the Rabbit
A good year, as tranquility is restored at
home and at work and new opportunities
present themselves. The Monkey receives
help from unlikely sources, although gains
will be modest.
The Monkey is very strong-willed.
He sets about everything he does
with dogged determination and
often prefers to work independently rather than with others.
He is ambitious, wise and confident, and is certainly not afraid
of hard work. He is very
astute in financial matters
and usually chooses his
investments well. Despite
his somewhat independent nature, he enjoys attending parties and social
occasions and is particularly warm and caring
towards his loved ones.
Overall, the Year of the
Rabbit is one of considerable possibility, and by using
his strengths and ideas to his
advantage, the Monkey can make good
progress and achieve some deserving
success. His personal life can be a source
of much happiness and his interests and
relations with others will also mean a
great deal to him. Use your strengths and
opportunities. This is a year for progress
and one for rewarding initiative and creativity.You have much in your favour, but
you do need to act determinedly. Also enjoy your relations with others. Their love
and support can inspire you.

The Dog in the Year of the Rabbit
A good year for the Dog to go into business or launch a new venture. Problems
The Rooster in the Year of the Rabbit
will be solved with minimum effort and
Roosters could lose money this year as few complications.The Dog is bold, conthey are prone to miscalculations. This is fident and forthright and sets about evnot the time to try and act independently erything he does in a resolute and deterbut to seek the support and assistance of mined manner. He has a great belief in
others. The Rooster is a hard and consci- his abilities and has no hesitation about
entious worker. He knows exactly what speaking his mind or devoting himself to
he wants in life and sets about everything some just cause. He can be rather serious
in a positive and determined manner. at times and can become anxious and irHe can at times appear abrasive and he ritable when things are not going accordwould almost certainly do better if he ing to plan. He tends to have very specific
were willing to reach a compromise with interests and it would certainly help him
others, rather than hold so rigidly to his if he were to broaden his outlook and
beliefs. He is very articulate become more involved in group activiand most astute when ties. He is extremely loyal and faithful to
dealing with finan- his friends. Overall, the Year of the Rabcial mat- bit offers great scope for the Dog, and
with his earnest nature and desire
to move his situation forward, he
can make this an important and
personally successful time.
Throughout the year he
will be well
supported,

ters. He is loyal to his
friends and often devotes much energy
to working for the common good. Overall, the Rabbit Year is an important and
constructive one for the Rooster and by
taking advantage of the opportunities to
develop his skills, he can prepare the way
for future progress. Throughout the year
he should liaise closely with others and
will not only benefit from the support
and encouragement he is given, but often
be buoyed up by the love and affection of
those who are special to him. Focus on
what you want and what you have to do.
With concentrated effort, what you start
now can have value both in the present
and, importantly, future. Also, value your
relations with others. Consult them, listen
to them and enjoy their company.

Boar
Rat
Ox
Tiger
Rabbit
Dragon
Snake
Horse
Sheep
Monkey
Rooster
Dog

1935
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

1947
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

1959
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
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with his relations with others helping
him both personally and professionally.
Although the Dog may value a certain
independence and like to set about your
activities in your own way, this is a year to
join forces with others. Raise your profile and let others see your fine qualities
and potential. With determination, much
is now possible, but you can’t do it all singlehandedly.

The Boar in the Year of the Rabbit
There are some financial gains this year,
and home life is peaceful and happy, with
a considerable amount of socialising and
entertaining. The Boar is ambitious and
determined. He is strong, energetic and
likes to be involved in a wide variety of
different activities. He is very open and
forthright in his views, although he can
be a little too trusting at times and has a
tendency to accept things at face value.
He has a good sense of humour and loves
to attend parties and other social gatherings. He has a warm, outgoing nature and
usually has a large circle of friends.
Overall, the Year of the Rabbit will be a
significant one for the Boar. Not only
does it mark the start of a new decade
in his life but he will feel readier
to build on his strengths and
move forward. This is a
progressive time for him
and can bring some important
opportunities
and well-deserved success. Set yourself some
goals for the year and take
action. With good use of
your time and opportunities,
you can achieve a great deal.

1971
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1983
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

1995
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

2007
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
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Hidden gem: Magical Mrigadayavan
...Palace in wonderland

The provinces of Petchburi and
Prachuap Khiri Khan have lasting
legacies in the form of four magical palaces built by four kings of the
Chakri Dynasty: King Mongkut (King
Rama IV); Khun Chulalongkorn (King
Rama V); King Vajiravudh (King Rama
VI); and King Prajadhipok (King Rama
VII).
Sometimes spelt Mrigadayavn and at others Marukhathaiyawan or other variations,
simply due to the fact there is no universally accepted transliteration of Thai script
to English, this teakwood summer seaside
palace is located midway between Chaam and Hua Hin, within the grounds of
Phra Ram Hok (Rama VI) Army Camp
just half a dozen kilometres north of the
hotel.
By 1917, King Vajiravudh was suffering
from rheumatoid arthritis and his Personal Physician, Pharaya Phaet Phongsavisuttatibhadi (Soon Sundaravej) suggested he
took a sojourn in a warm and airy seaside
climate.
So the search began for a suitable site and
originally there were three choices for
the summer palace. The first was in Hua
Hin, already a popular beach destination
by that time, following the advent of the
southbound railway line. However, since
customary law prohibited the general
public from entering areas where the King
resided, King Vajiravudh decided against
troubling his people and commanded the
Royal Thai Navy to hunt for appropriate
alternative locations. The beach in Bang
Thalu district of Cha-am, Petchburi was
the first choice, leading to the construction of a summer palace there in 1917.
The adjoining beach area was renamed
as Had Chao Samran, meaning “Beach of
Joy” and His Majesty stayed at the new
palace every summer between 1918 and

1923, resulting in a great improvement in
his health.
Despite annual visits becoming the norm
for the Royal Court, several inconveniences were encountered. Firstly, there
was a lack of fresh water as recorded in the
Royal Log Book one summer. Secondly,
travelling between Had Chao Samran
beach and Petchburi town was inconvenient, for although the distance was only
15 kilometres, it still took around 5 hours
to get to the beach. Lastly, since Chao
Samran beach was adjacent to a fishing

village, plagues of flies caused problems
during the prolonged stay. These difficulties eventually persuaded King Vajiravudh
to search for a new location for his seaside
retreat.
Finally, a secluded beach in Huai Sai Nua
was found. Located between Chao Samran beach and Hua Hin, this new site
was not only close to a railway station,
so providing easy access from the capital,
but was in perfect ecological surroundings with sufficient underground water
resources.
King Vajiravudh appointed Ercole Manfredi, an Italian architect, who at the time
was employed by the Ministry of Public
Works, as their chief architect, to com-

plete the architectural plan based on the
King’s preliminary sketch. Chao Phraya
Yommaraj (Pan Sukhum), the Interior
Minister at the time, was also assigned to
supervise the construction. As much of
the existing edifice and structure at Had
Chao Samran as possible were moved to
the site of the new Royal Residence for
the construction which started in 1923
and was completed in late 1924.
Huai Sai literally means “Hog Deer’s
Stream”, due to the large populace of
hog deer in the area. King Vajiravudh,
therefore, named his new summer palace
“Mrigadayavan”, in keeping with the
name of this area, for “Mrigadayavan” is
also religiously auspicious , as it was in
“Isipatana Mrigadayavan”, the deer park
in India, where Lord Buddha delivered
his first sermon. His Majesty was also
anxious to preserve the area’s wild animals and so, on 12th May, 1924, he issued
a proclamation declaring the Huai Sai
area a wildlife-protected zone, an order
still in force today.
King Vajiravudh demanded thriftiness on
the construction of Mrigadayavan Palace
and desired this seaside palace to be a far
humbler royal residence compared to
other palaces built during his reign. Accordingly, Mrigadayavan’s design was to
be simple, yet elegant, and accommodating to the tropical seaside climate.
The palace reflects the harmonious integration between Thai and Western
architectural styles. Three buildings incorporated golden teak from the palace
at Had Chao Samran and were built in
traditional elevated style, supported by
concrete columns, with a concrete floor
being laid beneath each building as a
footpath. These elevated open buildings
are suitable for a tropical climate and flat
landscape, enabling air to flow through

all buildings, providing ventilation and
protection against humidity. In addition,
high ceilings and panelled fretwork in
each room not only add beauty to the
building but also serve as an efficient
ventilation system in which heat flows
upwards through windows and doors to
keep rooms cool. This raised floor also
prevents insects or wild animals from ascending the palace buildings and allowed
security officers to monitor the palace
more conveniently.
One thousand and eighty concrete columns support the various residences,
halls and walkways of the palace. Modular systems were mostly applied in the
construction, with the columns supporting the weight of the wooden quarters
without the need for nails. However, not
all buildings are designed in this manner.
The twin seaside bathing pavilions needed extra strength to withstand tides and
occasional storms. Therefore, metal was
used to strap the concrete and wooden
columns together. To withstand heavy
rain and storms, the ceilings of the palace
are reinforced with shatterproof concrete
and steel rods to weigh down the building
and protect it from moving. The sloping
roof and long eaves were covered with
diamond-shaped tiles, working together
in protecting the building from sunlight
and rain.
With ants being a common problem
for tropical households, especially during summertime, bases containing water
were added at the foot of each column in
order to prevent ants from climbing into
the building.
Around the palace, natural woodland is
preserved. King Vajiravudh did not want
extensive and elaborate man-made gardens, he was more interested in preserving the local vegetation. Popular Thai
trees and plants such as Ton Khoi (Siamese
Rough Bush). Ton Jang and Ton Manao
Phi (Sea Citron) can still be abundantly
found in the palace compound.
Mrigadayavan Palace is open to the public every day from 8.30A.M. to 4.30P.M, with
admission to the grounds just 30 Baht or 60
Baht with a guided tour of the whole building .
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alongside eight exhibition stations under
the theme Energy for the Environment
with exhibits displaying meaningful information in both Thai and English. A
learning centre also gives useful insights
into the rehabilitation of mangrove forests, beach and forest land, mixed deciduous forests and dwellings for various
animals, as well as promoting eco-tourism
and historical tourism, whilst a short walk
will allow you to see at firsthand what is
preached being put into practice.
Visitors to the park are always warmly
welcomed and there are several bi-lingual
staff on hand to assist whenever required.
For anyone wishing to learn more of the
visions, objectives and attractions of the
Sirindhorn International Environmental
Park there is an informative website in
both Thai and English on www.sirindhornpark.or.th . Our March/April issue
will also be carrying much more detailed
information about the park, its origins
and goals.
If you would like to visit either Mrigadayavan Palace or the Sirindhorn International Environmental Park, our front
office staff will be delighted to assist with
your arrangements.

Princess’s Park
for a better
tomorrow
Also within the confines of Phra
Ram Hok Army Camp is the relatively new Sirindhorn International
Environmental Park, inaugurated in
2003 to commemorate the 48th birthday
of Her Royal Highness Princess Maha
Chakri Sirindhorn and officially opened
by Her Royal Highness on 19th July,
2008. The park was founded through the
liaison of the Border Patrol Police Bureau, the Huay Sai Royal Development
Study Centre and the Foundation of
Mrigadayavan Park under the patronage
of Her Royal Highness Princess Bejaratana Rajasuda.
The Sirindhorn International Environmental Park’s name was royally conferred
and the park’s goal is to realise and carry
out Royal initiatives and projects.Though
still in its embryonic stage, it is envisioned
that the site will become an area for publicising Her Royal Highness’s renowned
ability and insights on nature and environmental conservation, history, art and
culture to Thais and foreigners alike.
Already in place is the Father of Energy
Museum, highlighting His Majesty King
Bhumibol’s own initiatives in developing
alternative sources of renewable energy,
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The MIDNIGHT HOUR
that lit up Hua Hin
with mirth, great merriment and
fabulous food and entertainment
aplenty, the MIDNIGHT HOUR
New Year Gala Party at the Dusit
Thani Hua Hin, brought to life all
the fun and sparkle of English Panto
for the first time in Thailand. Favourite
characters from Peter Pan, Snowhite
and a host of other stories that have also
been immortalised by Disney, turned the
evening into a glittering affair to delight
all children young and old, to bid farewell
to the first decade of the 21st Century
and welcome in the New Year.

Champagne and cocktails floated around
the lobby before Snowhite’s seven vertically
challenged little folk lead the revellers off
to the Lawn to the rousing strains of Hi
Ho, Hi Ho. The lawn sparkled, encased
by carved ice food stations festooned
with delectable and extravagant dining

delights.The scene was set for a wonderful
evening as the fireworks lit up the sky
announcing Bon Appétit and kicked off
the splendid and diverse range of party
entertainments. There was classical, pop
and light orchestral, vocal and dance
renditions along with humour, prizes and
guest participation, not to mention many
surprises throughout the evening. Just
before the countdown, all guests made
their way to the lake for a magical fantasia
of light, music and dance on the surface of
the water as clouds of mist drifted across.
Then at the stroke of midnight fireworks
thunderously welcomed the New Year to
the chinking of lasses and loud cheers.
But the party was far from over, the band
played on and the guests returned to the
Lawn to dance and celebrate well into the
wee small hours.
The evening was a great success enjoyed
by all, many who have been regular
partygoers for more than ten consecutive
years. All in all it has to be said that this
was another triumph for the General
Manager, Victor Suksuree. Each year he
sets himself a very hard act to follow
and so far each year he has risen to the
challenge and surprised and delighted his
guests – if you don’t want to miss next
year’s party of the year, then check out
the April / May edition of the Hua Hin
Sun to find out the theme for this year,
how to book and how you can compete
for the fabulous prizes that are to be won.
If you have been before then you know
what to expect – lots of unexpected that
is – plus a guarantee that you will have a
superb New Year experience to look back
on.
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Diary Date

Dusit International... Like it or not

Buddhism: more than a religion for most Thais

Makha Bucha Day:
all ears and spiritual fears
18th February 2011 marks Makha
Bucha, a religious holiday falling annually on the full moon of the third
lunar month and celebrated not just in
Thailand but in many neighbouring Buddhist countries.
The date is the second most important of
three major Buddhist celebrations in the
calendar and gives praise to Dhamma, the
teachings of the Lord Buddha.
It was on this day that 1,250 of the Lord
Buddha’s disciples spontaneously gathered at a monastery, Veluvana, for what
is often referred to as the “Four Miracles
Assembly”, and heard what turned out to
be his final major sermon before passing
into Nirvana. Each and every one of the
faithful had previously been ordained by
the Lord Buddha, reaching the saintly position of ‘Arahant’, and they heard their
leader preach the principles by which
Buddhist teachings should be taught for
eternity whilst warning of his own impending death three months further
down the line.
Nowadays, on Makha Bucha Day, a modern version of the Lord Buddha’s sermon
is read at temples in the early evening as
hordes of worshippers flock to sit inside
the ‘ubosot’ or ‘ordination hall’ in prayer
before walking clockwise around the
outside of the hall, keeping the temple
on their right at all times. This direction
indicates the cycle of life, whilst walking anti-clockwise indicates death and so
would only be performed at funerals.
The walk of life described above is known
as a ‘Wian Tian’ and is one of four ac-

tivities that will be especially observed on
Makha Bucha Day, although many Thai
Buddhists will follow the three others as
part of their daily life:
• ‘Tham Bun’ is making merit by visiting the temple for special observances and listening to Dhamma
preaching, offering donations and
joining in other Buddhist activities.
• ‘Tak Bat’ is the offering of food to
monks and novices as they make
their early morning rounds.
• As a result of ‘Tak Bat’ the giver receives ‘Rap Sin’ in return from the
monks, urging observance of the
Five Precepts that include abstinence from alcoholic drinks and all
kinds of immoral acts.

Roughly 95% of the Thai people are
practitioners of Thewada Buddhism,
the official religion of Thailand, and
many are devout followers at that. However, religious tolerance is both a customary strength and protected by the constitution, while by its very nature Buddhism
is a most compassionate religion with the
aim of alleviating suffering. Consequently,
Thai people are very respectful of the religious beliefs of others and are very open
toward discussing their Buddhist values
with visitors. In fact, there are many opportunities in Thailand to visit Buddhist
temples to learn about or study Buddhism
and perhaps to learn to meditate.
Religion in Thailand pervades many aspects of Thai life and senior monks are
highly revered; it is not uncommon to see
their images adorning walls of businesses
and homes or upon ornaments inside of
taxi cabs. In many towns and villages the
neighborhood temple, known as ‘wat’, is
the heart of social and religious life. Buddhist holidays occur regularly throughout

and Thai people frequently light incense
and make prayers to both Buddha images
and a host of Hindu gods whose shrines
are located throughout Bangkok and the
countryside.
The next largest religion in Thailand, Islam, is practiced by only about 4% of the
population; the majority of Thai Muslims
live in the most southerly provinces near
the Malaysian border. Other religions in

Horsing around all in a
good cause as we donate bits
...and other riding bobs
Dusit Thani Hua Hin is forever on
the look out to help those who are
needy or less fortunate, regularly donating used - but still very usable - equipment from the hotel to worthwhile causes
within the local community.
As part of the Dusit International Corporate Social Responsibility (DICSR) Programme, a delegation of our Dusit Thani
Hua Hin management recently donated
a selection of secondhand riding equipment, including saddles, bridles, bits, etc.,
to the Children’s Horse Club Hua Hin,
located at Khao Takiab, about fifteen kilometres south of the hotel.
This non-profit organisation was set up
just over a year ago, operating from leased
premises and offering free horse riding and
instruction for underprivileged children
thanks to a small community of experienced volunteers who reside in the vicinity.

For these budding riders, the safe and
beautiful location is a perfect getaway
from the disadvantaged background of
poor families and broken homes in which
they have grown up.
The Children’s Horse Club Hua Hin
currently has 8 well cared for horses of
good temperament and many of the children have now developed a special affinity with their individual charges. Indeed,
it is often one of the first unaffected relationships that many of the youngsters
have enjoyed.
A website is currently being set up to encourage contributions to the programme
as the organisation does not enjoy any
state funding, but in the meantime should
you require any further information you
might like to contact Klaus & Valery Lippert by e-mail at office@wt-thailand.com
or by phone on +66 (0)868 039 085.

Your contributions make this program possible.
The organization does not receive any State or
Federal funding, relying instead on the generosity
of the community.
Sponsorship opportunities include:
Sponsor for one horse for one month: 78 EUR
Sponsor one child for one year: 420 EUR
Sponsor one horse for one year: 930 EUR

Donation of equipment:
We are always in need of gently used saddles,
bridles, bits or other horse equipment.
Used horse riding equipment for children.
Donation of a horse:
If you want to donate a horse to our program
please contact the program director. Currently
we like to be able to rescue more horses or ponies.

Split-second memories

the year, particularly on days with full
moons, and many Thais go to the wat on
these and other important days to pay
homage to the Buddha and give alms to
monks in order to make merit for themselves.
Meditation, one of the primary practices
of Buddhism, is a means of self reflection
in order to identify the causes of individual desire and ultimately alleviate one’s suffering.Visitors can learn the fundamentals
of this practice at a number of wats across
the kingdom. Some temples allow visitors to chat with monks in order to gain
general knowledge about Buddhism or to
study Buddhism more seriously.
While Thewada Buddhism may technically be considered a philosophy rather
than a religion, Thai Buddhism is infused with many spiritual beliefs which
are likely the result of lingering animist
and Hindu beliefs from centuries earlier.
Most Thai homes and places of business
feature a ‘spirit house’ just outside the
building, where offerings are made to appease spirits that might otherwise inhabit
their homes or workplaces. Furthermore,
Buddhist monks are often brought to
new homes and businesses to ‘bless them’,
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Thailand include Hinduism, Confucianism, Taoism, and Christianity, which are
generally practiced by those living in cities with a multi-cultural population including citizens of Indian, Chinese, Japanese, and European descent.
Please note that as Makha Bucha is a religious and bank holiday, banks and most
bars around town will be closed on Friday 18th February. In accordance with
Thai law, sales of alcoholic beverage will
be prohibited in public places with the
exception of leading hotels.

If you have stayed with us and have some snapshots of your time at Dusit Thani Hua Hin or from one of your excursions, we would like to show your pictures to the world. Simply send the photos by e-mail to
hhsunboxoffice@dusit.com and if one is published in our next issue we will treat you to dinner for two at any one of our regular buffets. Photographs should be of at least 2 MB in resolution.
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Hua Hin Sun Golf News
Birds of a feather golf together!

Golf Lessons

Looking to improve your game?
Private lessons are available at some of the local
courses. Please ask for details at the reception.

1

Need a Golf Partner?

If you are looking for someone to play golf with,
register at our reception, and where possible
we’ll put you in touch with each other.

1

Mind the rabbits
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin is the ideal base to try out
your golfing skills on some of the finest fairways
in Thailand. With seven splendid courses within
thirty minutes of the resort you are spoilt for choice
and variety. Just ask at reception and they will
make all the necessary arrangements for booking
and transport to the course of your preference.
For further information and reservations ring
# 2071

Majestic Creek
Situated 30 kilometres southwest of the hotel,Majestic
Creek is a 27-hole championship golf course with
unique Zoiza grass carpet-like undulating fairways
and some lovely water holes. Highly recommended.
Other golfing facilities include a driving range and
Pro shop.

Royal Hua Hin
Situated west of Hua Hin town this was Thailand’s first
golf course, established some 80 years ago. Although
not too demanding, it has a great atmosphere, with
mature forests, temples and sea views.The caddies
are considered to be some of Thailand’s best!

Springfield
Tee off in the shadow of the mountains. Beautifully
maintained, Springfield presents the golfer with
a wonderful, beautifully-designed, landscaped 18
holes — each challenges your senses of aesthetics
as well as your golfing skills. It is a true Jack Nicklaus
masterpiece. A championship course with five sets of
tees to play from, the course offers varying degrees
of difficulty that accentuate the dramatic lush
landscape. Be prepared for some long carries if you
are brave enough to play from the back tees. It is one

of the best courses you will ever play!
In addition to their PGA professional teaching staff
they also have a fully- equipped Pro shop, chipping and
putting greens and a driving range. Springfield proudly
announces the opening of their additional nine-hole
Valley Course. Surrounded by beautiful mountains, the
new Valley Course is a very spectacular and challenging
course. Its layout runs up the mountain and back down
towards the Clubhouse. The course was originally
designed and shaped by Jack Nicklaus in 1993, but only
constructed by Schmidt-Curley recently.

Golf Booking

Contact our Duty Team at reception
or call #2071

The Banyan Golf Club Hua Hin
The Banyan Tree Golf Club Hua Hin, just south of
town is tucked between a small mountain and a large
mountain range that serve as a backdrop to this 7030yard par-72 course with four sets of tees. The course
has many dramatic and panoramic views of the Gulf of

Thailand, the lush mountains and Hua Hin town.
Khun Pirapon designed the course to be one of the best
in Thailand and since he has a vast experience of working
on the best, his thoughts and ideas are well respected, not
to mention eagerly sought after.

Featured course of the month

Lake View
Located 18 kilometres from the hotel, this 36-hole,
440-acre championship golf course enjoys a backdrop
of rolling hills and lakes and is widely acclaimed by top
golfers. Designed by Roger Packard, the course was
completed in January 1993 and has many interesting
water features.

Palm Hills
Just 3 kilometres from the hotel, this Max Wexlerdesigned course is one of the most open and
enjoyable courses in the area, particularly for the
high handicapper. With lovely rolling scenery and sea
views, it often has cooling sea breezes, particularly in
the afternoons.

Black Mountain Golf Club
World-class golf courses linked to a hotel and spa resort,
high-standard surroundings and relaxed atmosphere.
Tee-time intervals of 15 minutes will give you the
feeling that you have the first tee and the opening
hole to yourself, allowing you to relax and enjoy the
golf course and the fine scenery.

MAJESTIC CREEK COUNTRY CLUB HUA HIN
SIGNATURE HOLE: THE EIGHTEENTH

The eighteenth hole – or 9th hole of course B – is a testing 553-yard par 5 over water. It takes a
brave or foolish golfer to try and clear the water in one, so laying up short is recommended – though
care should be taken to avoid a bunker on the left.
Reaching the green in two is nigh on impossible and a careful positional shot is usually required
to avoid bringing additional water into play to the right of the green. Bunkers left and right of the
green ensure accuracy is demanded. All-in-all a great challenge!

A right Royal rumble

The sun shone, the breeze cooled,
the crowds cheered and the mouthwatering aroma of freshly-cooked
grub onions wafted through the air
as the winner came from behind to snatch
a thrilling victory on the line. It could
have been Glorious Goodwood, Royal
Ascot or the Ebor Meeting, but this was
not horseracing in England but golf at
Black Mountain, Hua Hin, Thailand and
Asia’s equivalent of the Ryder Cup.
From 7th – 9th January 2011, Hua Hin
took yet another giant step to cementing
its place as the Home of Golf on the Gulf
by hosting the fifth edition of the Europe
vs Asia Golf Championship Royal Trophy
as the cream of the two continents’ golfers and thousands of excited enthusiasts
descended on the royal resort for a weekend of spellbinding competition.
Fresh from his success as Captain of the
victorious Ryder Cup team, Colin Montgomerie OBE, or simply ‘Monty’, was
again in charge of the 8-strong European
team, though this time he was combining
his role with playing duties. Meanwhile,
the Asian team were led for the fourth
time by another doughty campaigner,
Naomichi Ozaki, better known in these
parts as ‘Joe’ who had, on this occasion,

discarded the clubs.
Given the distance between the two continents, one would have thought support
would have been overwhelmingly in favour of the home side, but the large expatriate community in Hua Hin, especially
Scandinavians buoyed by the presence of
four Swedes and a Dane amongst the European team’s ranks ensured that plenty of

noise was generated by partisans of both
teams.
After day one, four foursomes matches
– where two players from each team take
turns in hitting the same ball – honours
were even at two matches apiece.
The Saturday’s four fourballs – where
each player plays his own ball and the individual player with the lowest number
of shots wins the hole – appeared to have

been decisive, with Asia sweeping the
board to establish a surely insurmountable
six-two lead which left Monty sporting
one of his legendary ‘don’t talk to me’
scowls and Asia needing only two-and-ahalf of the eight remaining points available on the final day to reclaim the trophy
outright.
The Sunday dawned with most people
resigned to a victory stroll in the park to
victory for the Asians, but as is oft said,
it’s never all over until the fat lady sings
and it soon became apparent that this was
very much the case, with the Europeans
soon streaking ahead in all eight singles
matches, eventually dropping just two
half points on the day and powering to
an amazing nine-seven victory to put the
smile firmly back on Monty’s face.
Crowds and organisation over the three
days were impressive and there are high
hopes that the event might again return to
one of the International-standard courses
in Cha-am and Hua Hin when bids are
considered for next year’s event.
If you would like to follow in the footsteps of some of the world’s top golfers
and land on the same fairways or in the
bunkers they have trodden around Black
Mountain, our Guest Relations staff will
be delighted to assist residents with teeoff times, complimentary transfer and any
other golfing needs that you may have.
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Featured guest activity

Be a sport!
It wouldn’t seem right to come to Thailand, the Land of Smiles, and leave without seeing up close or trying your hand at some of the exquisite arts and crafts
that might have tickled your fancy during your stay with us. Every day from
2.00 – 3.00 P.M., except Sundays, and on weekend mornings from 10.00 A.M.
to midday we give you the chance to gain some firsthand experience at some
of these tropical skills.
Day

Time

Mondays

2.00 – 3.00 P.M. Floral Decoration Class @ Ban Benjarong.
Rotates weekly with one of the following each week:
1. Orchid garlands
2. Garlands from rose petals
3. Making “Kratongs”

Tuesdays

2.00 – 3.00 P.M. Thai Cooking Demonstration @ Ban Benjarong.
Rotates weekly with one of the following each week:
1. Tom Yum Kung (Spicy prawn soup with lime,
lemongrass and chilli)
2. Pad Thai (Fried rice noodles with river prawns)
3. Por Pia Savoey (Spring rolls stuffed with pork and
vegetables)
4. Kaeng Phet Pet Yang (Red curry with roast duck)

9.00 A.M. –6.00 P.M.

Paramount care is taken to ensure the wellbeing of
all our guests and our carefully selected choice of
watersports’ equipment operates with full insurance and a strict set of safety and usage instructions that users are requested to strictly adhere to
for the enjoyment and safety of all our holidaymakers.
Baht 500/15 mins
(Maximum 1 Person)

Banana Boat

Baht 500/15 mins
(Maximum 5 People)

Viper

Baht 200/Person/Trip
(Maximum 3 People)

Day

Time

Let’s make mobiles

Tuesday

Decorating stone paperweights

(Available daily unless otherwise stated)
Whether they be around the pool, in our sports Pavilion, D-FiT gymnasium, at
the stable, or wherever, the following facilities and activities are there to provide you with proven healthful way of spending your time under the supervision of our trained staff.
Activity/Facility Day/ Time

Price

Tai Chi

6.30 A.M. – 7.00 A.M.

Free of charge

Thai Boxing

7.00 A.M. - 9.00 P.M.

400/hour (Advanced booking)

Takraw

7.00 A.M. – 6.00 P.M.

Free of charge (Advanced booking)

Massage

10.00 A.M. - 7.00 P.M.

Baht 400/50 mins (At the Garden Pool)

Swimming Pools

Sundays – Thursdays
7.00 A.M. – 7.00 P.M.
Fridays, Saturdays and
Public Holidays
6.00 A.M – 8.00 P.M.

Free of charge

Fitness Centre

7:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Free of charge

Aerobic Dancing

4:30 P.M. - 5:30 P.M.

Free of charge

Jacuzzi , Sauna
& Steam Room

(Mondays – Fridays)
11:00 A.M. - 8.00 P.M.
(Saturdays – Sundays)
10:00 A.M. - 8.00 P.M.

Baht 100/visit

Table Tennis

7:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Free of charge

Snooker

7.00 A.M. - 9.00 P.M.

Baht 100/hour

Tennis

7:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Free of charge
Baht 400/hour
(With playing partner, excluding balls)
Baht 500/hour
(With instructor, including balls)
Note: Floodlighting charge after 6:00 P.M.,
Baht 150/hour

7:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Baht 300/hour
Baht 4 00/hour
(Playing partner or instructor)

Making greetings cards

Basketball

7:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Free of charge

Saturday

Kite-flying

Horse Riding

Balloon painting

7:00 A.M. - 10:00 A.M.
4:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Baht 400/half an hour

Sunday

Thursday
Friday

4.00 - 5.00 P.M.

Squash

Wednesday

Fancy balloons

Thursdays

2.00 – 3.00 P.M. Thai Dessert Demonstration @ Ban Benjarong.
Rotates weekly with one of the following each week:
1. Gluay Khai Chuam (Whole banana in syrup with
coconut cream)
2. Bua Loy (Taro, pumkin and rice flour balls in syrup
with coconut ice cream)

Fridays

2.00 – 3.00 P.M. Fruit-Carving Class @ Ban Benjarong.
Rotates weekly with one of the following each week:
1. Roses from tomatoes
2. Leaves from cucumbers
3. Flowers from turnips

Saturdays

10.00 A.M. –
12.00 Noon

R&R activities and facilities

Activity (Complimentary)

Monday

Activity

Wednesdays 2.00 – 3.00 P.M. Ice Carving Demonstration @ Ban Benjarong

It’s for kids (and for kids at heart)

There’s no denying that young children can at times
be demanding with their seemingly boundless
supply of energy, especially when mum and dad
just want to put their feet up with the paper and a
drink for a well-earned 5 minutes’ peace and quiet.
That’s why we have our specially trained and caring
sports staff to help out at the sandpit and keep the
littl’uns busy with a range of complimentary daily
late-afternoon activities. Even when there’s nothing happening, children are welcome to amuse
themselves with the buckets and spades in our
seaside sandpit.

Grand Slam Doubles titles. Alongside
John McEnroe, he is counted as one of
only two players to have also been ranked
number one in both singles and doubles.
Rather than slide down the slippery slope
to become an also ran, Stefan elected to
retire in 1997, while his powers were still
relatively near their peak, having been

(Complimentary unless otherwise stated)

Life on the ocean waves

Jet Scooter

Stefan Edberg: still courting success

A taste of Thailand

We know that it’s all too easy to become a couch
potato while ensconced in a beautiful environment
so conducive to rest – and that is just how we’d
like it to be, if you are so inclined, or should we say
reclined! However, we know that there are many
more who prefer R&R, a balanced blend of rest and
recreation, for their break.
We believe that here at Dusit Thani Hua Hin, we
are well equipped to offer something for everyone and our ever-willing members of the Sports
& Guest Activities team are always prepared to go
that extra yard to make sure you get the most from
your precious time in our care. So, to help you know
what’s going on, activity-wise, at a glance, here is a
page of things for people of all ages to do around
the resort.

Let’s make a mask
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Making Gel Candles @ the Children’s Sandpit.
Choose from:
1. Small glass/Baht 100
2. Medium glass/Baht 150
3. Large glass/Baht 200

2.00 – 3.00 P.M. Batik Painting & Acrylic Painting @ Beachfront Sala Nok.
Choose from:
1. T Shirt/Baht 350
2. Apron/Baht 300 (Available only for batik painting)
3. Napkin/ Baht 250 (Available only for batik painting)
Sundays

10.00 A.M. –
Noon

Decorating Hair Clips, Headbands, Bracelets
and Painting Glasses @ the Children’s Sandpit.
Choose from:
1. 2 Hair Clips/Baht 50
2. Headband/Baht 50
3. Small Glass /Baht 100
4. Medium Glass/Baht 150
5. Large Glass/Baht 200

It may be nigh on 20 years since
Sweden’s Stefan Edberg was in his
heyday, but his hallowed name still commands enormous respect in the world of
tennis.Therefore it was a great honour for
all of us at Dusit Thani Hua Hin when
Stefan and his lovely wife Annette selected our resort to celebrate their New Year
in style together with their two teenage
children, Emilie and Christopher.
Stefan Edberg was a world top-ten ranked
player for 493 weeks from 1985 to 1995,
winning six majors during his glittering
career, with two titles at both the Australian Open and US Open, while perhaps
the highlight of his career was a hat-trick
of singles finals at Wimbledon against
Boris Becker, including the holy grail in
both 1988 and 1990.
Other accolades that Stefan notched
up include four Davis Cups and three

Pattaya Open, the Asian leg of the Ladies
WTA tour. This year’s event, scheduled
for 6th – 13th Febuary, has attracted an
array of household names as Vera Zvonerava,Ana Ivanovic, Daniella Hantuchova,
Maria Kirilenko and Thailand’s Tammy
are slated to top the bill.
Don’t forget that you can walk the same
courts that were so recently graced by
Stefan Edberg and Tamarine Tanasugarn
here at Dusit Thani Hua Hin. Our courts
are open daily from 7.00A.M. – 9.00P.M.
with no charge made until 6.00P.M. and
a small Baht150 cover charge made threafter. If required, we are also able to provide a playing partner of suitable ability
for Baht400/hour or an instructor for
Baht500/hour.

Moscow and the semi-final in New Haven. She is also an accomplished doubles
player winning tournaments in San Diego
and Cincinnati. Completing the quartet
of top players is Daniela Hantuchova of
the Slovak Republic.
In 2010 Hantuchova was a finalist at
Monterrey and semi-finalist in San Diego. Her career is distinguished by having won all four Grand Slam titles in the
mixed doubles event.

Leading the Thai contingent is Tamarine
Tanasugarn last year’s runner-up and winner in Osaka in October. She returned to
the top 100 last year and will be aiming to
go one better this year and win the tournament. Other Thai players will be joining her as wild cards into the qualifying
and main draw in the tournament.
Qualifying for the PTT Pattaya Open will
be held on 6 – 7 February, with the main
draw running from 7 – 13 February. Main
draw matches will start from 15.00 daily.
Tickets for the tournament are priced at
300 baht for qualifying. 300, 500 and 800
baht for the early rounds of the main draw
from Monday 7 February – Friday 11
February and at 300, 500, 800 and 1,200
baht for finals weekend on Saturday 12
February and Sunday 13 February.
For ticket bookings, please contact Pentangle
Promotions Co., Ltd: Tel 02-311-3414-5
Fax: 02-311-3498 or check the official website
at: www.pentanglepromotions.com or through
ThaiTicketMajor Co., Ltd on 02-262-3456.
or via website: www.thaiticketmajor.com

ranked 14th in the world at the end of
1996 and he was subsequently elected to
the prestigious International Tennis Hall
of Fame in July 2004.
During his week-long stay at the resort,
Stefan demonstrated the humility that
saw him become a five-time winner of
ATP Sportsmanship Awards and he also
willingly agreed to give up his valuable
leisure time to conduct a tennis clinic for
local Thai children together with Thailand’s current number 1 ladies player and
former world top-twenty star, Tamarine
Tanasugarn, better known simply and affectionately as Tammy.
As our montage of pictures show, the
clinic was a great success and made for a
great day thoroughly enjoyed by all who

Ana and Vera head the line-up
at the PTT Pattaya Open tennis
World No 2 Vera Zvonareva from
Russia and former World No 1
and Grand Slam Champion Ana
Ivanovic of Serbia head a star-studded line-up at the US$220,000 PTT
Pattaya Open, which will be held at
the Dusit Thani Pattaya from 6 – 13
February 2011.
The PTT Pattaya Open which was recently voted “Tournament of the Year” by
the players on the WTA Tour will be celebrating its 20th anniversary in 2011 and
the event will be marked by one of the
strongest player fields ever in the 20 year
history of the tournament.
Top seed for the tournament is world No
2 Vera Zvonareva of Russia, the defending
champion who is looking to complete a
hat-trick of wins after her victories in
2009 and 2010. She had her best season
ever in 2010, reaching the finals of both

were able to see the Swedish legend show
off some of his still-impressive skills and
pass on never-to-be forgotten advice to
budding Thai tennis stars of the future.
Dusit Thani has established a fine reputation in Thailand for its support of tennis
and for 20 years Dusit Thani Pattaya has
hosted what is now known at the PTT

Wimbledon and the U.S. Open and the
semi-finals in the year-end Championships.
She will face stiff opposition from Serbian Ana Ivanovic, a former world No 1
and Grand Slam Champion who is finding her form again with wins in Linz and
Bali at the end of the
2010 season.
Ana’s ranking has risen
to No 17 in the world
and is she is tipped to return to the top ten again
this year. Another player
on the rise is Russian
Maria Kirilenko who
has powered to No 20 in
the world thanks again
to good form in the latter part of 2010, where
she reached the final in
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Sailing east, sailing west,
sailing over the ocean
For several years there has been the efficient reliability of the Dusit Sprinter
connecting Dusit Thani Hua Hin and
Dusit Thani Pattaya – a service which
has now been extended to include dusit
D2 baraquda pattaya – with the added bonus of a short midpoint stop at Dusit Thani
Bangkok to allow passengers to stretch their
legs.At Baht1,200 (Baht600 for children) it
has always been an economic and comfortable option. Over the last two decades,
various other road and sea ventures have
been set up to challenge the Dusit Sprinter,
but have quickly faded away, making it a
matter of great conjecture as to why they
have failed and just how a sustainable business between the two chalk-and-cheese
resorts could ever be successful.
Flies on the wall have buzzed that there
is a possible Hua Hin – Pattaya route in
the pipeline operated by a new player, Solar Air, who are currently spreading their
wings beyond their current flight paths
serving the northern half of Thailand.
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Food with added WOW!

One definite new kid very much on the
block comes in the form of a Hua Hin
– Pattaya high-speed catamaran service
between the resorts on the west and east
coast of the Gulf of Thailand. Thailiving
Ferry, which commenced a thrice-weekly
service on 19th November, are the operators and recently the company’s managing
director, Peter Persson, spared the time to
talk to Hua Hin Sun. Here are some of his
answers to our questions.

How frequent is your service?
At present there is
one return crossing
a day, three days a
week on Wednesdays, Fridays &
Sundays. However,
it is our intention
to increase this at
least to daily in the
near future.
And what about the
size of the boat?

Where do you sail from in Hua Hin?
In fact we depart from Pak Nam Pier in
Pranburi, about 20 kilometres south of
Hua Hin and then dock at Ocean Marina
in Pattaya.
Are you offering and special introductory rates?
Actually not, but as a special offer exclusively available to Dusit Thani Hua
Hin guests we are happy to offer a 10%
discount until the end of May, meaning
passengers can travel for Baht1,350 one
way or Baht2,610 return if you pre-book
So, is it a long crossing? through the hotel’s front desk.We will also
It depends if you think 3¼ hours is long. extend these discounts to children’s and
What we do know is that there is a cafete- family tickets, as well as our parcel service.
ria and minibar on board. There are also In addition, we will pick you up or drop
TVs for those wanting entertainment and you off at the hotel.
reclining seats for those who prefer to re- In our next issue we will feature a firstlax. There is shaded seating outside or air- hand report on the efficiency and comfort
of the service, as well as the possibility of
conditioned comfort inside.
What happens if it’s choppy? 3¼ hours is cer- combining it with a stay at Dusit Thani
Hua Hin and either Dusit Thani Pattaya
tainly a long time if you’re feeling queasy!
Passengers’ safety and comfort is always or dusitD2baraquda. In the meantime we
our priority, so in the very rare event that would like to wish the new venture every
it is too rough to sail, the crossing is can- success.
celled and booked passengers are offered a If you would like to book a ticket for either the
full refund or else a partial refund and di- Dusit Sprinter or the High-speed Catamaran,
rect transfer to the destination on our own our Front Office would be delighted to offer you
further assistance.
comfortable VIP bus.
It’s an 18-metre-long
high-speed catamaran, capable of holding up to 95 people,
though we limit the
number of passengers to 70. The boat
is certified to all required standards and
has state-of-the-art
safety and navigation
equipment.

Daily Dusit Sprinter

The meaning of ‘benjarong’ is ‘five colours’. This
is the name of a unique Thai porcelain traditionally used for auspicious ceremonies and royal occasions. To honour this tradition, The Dusit Thani,
Bangkok, Dusit Thani Hua Hin, Dusit Thani Dubai,
Dusit Thani Nikko Manila all named their flagship Thai restaurants “Benjarong”.
With its authentic décor, graceful service and
serene atmosphere, Benjarong creates a distinctive Thai dining experience in the gracious tradition of the Thai court in times gone by.
In the Benjarong kitchen, dedicated Thai chefs
prepare authentic dishes as served in the royal
courts, as well as the best-loved Thai dishes en-

Beauty salon
Open from 10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. (closed on Wednesdays)

FROM/TO
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin / Dusit Thani Hotel, Bangkok
VEHICLE
Mercedes Sprinter (12-seater minibus)
Departure
Arrival

SCHEDULE
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin
Dusit Thani, Bangkok

11:15 Hours
14:00 Hours

Departure
Arrival

Dusit Thani, Bangkok
Dusit Thani, Hua Hin

15:00 Hours
17:30 Hours

MN

Ban Benjarong : from the palace to your table

RATE
Adult - one way / Baht.600.Child under 12 - one way / Baht.300.Advance reservation is required.

Shampoo & Blow Dry

Baht 350

Shampoo / Cut/ Blow Dry

Baht 600 (Man)/Baht 1,000 (Woman)

Hair Setting

Baht 600 /Baht 450 (Child)

Hair Steam Treatment

Baht 600

Permanent Wave (Perming)

Baht 4,000

Manicure or Pedicure

Baht 450

Paraffin Wax Spa

Baht 450

Waxing / Beehive

Baht 900

Hair Beading

Baht 60/120 (Per string)

m
COOL SEASON IS HERE!
SO DON’T MISS
OUR SEASONAL WARMER
“HAPPY NIGHTCAPS”
NIGHTLY FROM 9.30 – 11.30P.M.
(EXCEPT SUNDAY)

AT RIM TALAY
GREAT DISCOUNTS
ON SELECTED DRINKS

“OH, I DO LIKE TO BE
BESIDE THE SEASIDE”

joyed the world over. Through the years, some have
been selected to be the signature dishes of the
Dusit Thani’s Benjarong menu and here at Dusit
Thani Hua Hin we strongly recommend you try:
• Nam Prik Long Ruea: Hot shrimp paste served
with crispy fried fish and fresh eggplants,
string beans, cauliflower and cucumber.
• Nam Prik Ong: Tomato and minced pork in
chilli paste served with pork crackling and
white lettuce, string beans, cauliflower and
cucumber.
• Pla Krapong Nueng Manao: Sea bass steamed
with lemon, chilli and garlic.
• Gaeng Karee Gai: Yellow curry with chicken.
Much of Thailand’s culinary heritage
was founded on rice and in the royal cities of the Central region, where
the fertile soil of Central Plains is
one of the world’s most abundant
sources of rice.
Two major influences have guided
the direction of the cuisine in the
Central region. One is the Chinese
and the other is the tradition of
the palace kitchen, which has long
guaranteed the elegance of the

dishes. The families of the nobility and their descendents were known as chao wang, people of the
palace.
The chao wang were the keepers of the flame of
Siamese palace cuisine. They elevated every stage
in the process of preparation, cooking and serving
food to the level of an art. Every ingredient had to
be of the finest quality: fruit and vegetables in their
appropriate season, fish freshly caught, the rice
harvested from specially designated fields. It was
then treated with detailed care and concentration,
bringing to each step infinite patience and skill with
the aim of nothing less than perfection, just as the
chefs in our Ban Benjarong kitchen aspire to do.
Vegetables and fruit were carved in aesthetically
pleasing shapes, leaves and flowers being popular
subjects, to delight the eye as well as the palate.
Among the classic items of chao wang cooking
are gung hom sabai, or fried shrimps clad in dainty
wrappings; por pia savoey, spring rolls cooked to
a royal recipe; and other appetisers like krathong
thong, minced chicken stuffed in tiny, bite-sized
baskets. Several of these delicacies of Royal Thai
Cuisine feature in our menu or can be experienced
on our recommended weekly Thai Market Night
buffet on Fridays.

Many classical recipes of the chao wang and our
Royal Thai Cuisine can be found in THAI WAY
OF LIFE: The Dusit Cookbook which is available
from our Polo Shop in the shopping arcade near
Ban Benjarong.
If you would like to learn more about Thai cooking and have a go at the unique art of fruit
carving, why not join our free-of-charge Thai
Cooking demonstration each Tuesday or Fruit
Carving Class on Fridays?
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Delights to rabbit about

Wet and Wonderful
To welcome the Year of the Rabbit,
our mixologist donned his magician’s hat
and pulled out these delightful treats:

The Restaurant

COCKTAIL OF THE MONTH
MARCH HARE – YOU’D BE AS MAD
AS ONE NOT TO TRY IT
Throughout February or March, guests will be
haring off like hatters at a teaparty after this
unique green myxo-matosis of:
1
½
3
2
1
½

“Water you drinking, sir?”
If it’s health you care about then mineral water is a proven winner.
Make sure you try our range of bottled Thai and imported mineral water.
Water selection! What a selection! It’s your choice. Don’t bottle it!
Available at all Food & Beverage Outlets around the hotel.

It’s the cocktail everyone’s just rabbiting on and
on about. Try one and find out why!

MOCKTAIL OF THE MONTH

BOTTOMS UP BONANZA!
Unlimited Selected Wines
&
Singha Draught Beer at Every Buffet
550 BAHT++
Cheers!

ounce of vodka
an ounce of Cointreau
ounces of kiwi-fruit juice
ounces of pineapple juice
ounce of lime juice
an ounce of syrup

BUGS BUNNY – WHAT’S UP DOC?
IT’S NON-ALCOHOLIC
Fiery in colour not in taste, we are sure Looney
Tunes and Merrie Melodies will be sung with
great animation all around when you take your
first sip of this:
3
3
1
½

ounces of Carrot Juice
ounces of Lychee Juice
ounce of Lime Juice
an ounce of Grenadine Syrup

Restaurants & Bars

LE STANISLAS
Lemon ciboust cream with jellied
raspberry coulis and almond biscuit

STRAWBERRY LOVER
Strawberry mousse with chocolate
crisp and Joconde biscuit

Open daily 6 A.M.-11 P.M. / Extension: 2499
‘The Restaurant’ is our exciting all-day international fine-dining venue
- featuring the Dusit Gourmet–totally spoiling you for choice.
Sundays – ‘Sunday Lunch Buffet’.
For only 600 Baht (children 300) / 1,150 Baht with freeflow wine buffet,
you can enjoy a delicious leisurely buffet of local and international
dishes.
Mondays – ‘Carvery Buffet Dinner’.
Selection of imported and local meats carved to your liking, with all
the trimmings, assorted fresh salads, terrines, imported oysters and
smoked Norwegian salmon priced at 850 Baht (children maximum
50% discount)) / 1,400 Baht with freeflow wine buffet.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

San Marco
Open daily 6-10:30 P.M. / Extension: 2699
Enjoy Italian favourites in the delightful alfresco ambience of San
Marco.
Wednesdays - are ‘Pasta Factory Buffet Dinner’ nights – Our everpopular Italian buffet, with a design-your-own-pasta station, antipasto
buffet and a range of mouth-watering desserts and Italian ice creams,
all for just 850 Baht (children 400) / 1,400 Baht with freeflow wine
buffet.

Snuggle up and
snoqualmie naked!
Grapes used in the Naked wine series are farmed as
“au naturel” as possible.“Naked” is made with certified organically-grown grapes in a certified organic
facility. Very true to the varietal, these wines fit in
perfectly with the winemaker’s philosophy that it is
best to leave Mother Nature alone – let nature take
her course and then try to capture the natural essence of the vineyard in the bottle.

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Ban Benjarong
Open daily 6-10:30 P.M. / Extension: 2799
(Closed on Wednesdays)
The unique cuisine of Thailand served overlooking the lagoon, either in
air-conditioned comfort or outdoors on the terrace.
Fridays - ‘Thai Market Night’, traditional buffet and range of foodstalls,
with a great selection of regional and local Thai cuisine, accompanied
by graceful Thai dance performances, priced at 850 Baht (children 400)
/ 1,400 Baht with freeflow wine buffet.

ORGANIC NAKED SNOQUALMIE CHARDONNAY 2008
ORGANIC NAKED SNOQUALMIE MERLOT 2008
From Columbia Valley, Washington, USA

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Available by the glass or the bottle

Rim Talay Bar & Grill
Bar & Grill open daily, weather permitting, from 6-10.30 P.M.
Drinks to 11 P.M. / Food last order 10.30 P.M.
(Closed on Sundays)
International fine dining in a wonderful beachside setting.
Saturdays – ‘Barbecue Buffet Dinner’ and the finest local seafood and
imported meats chargrilled to perfection with salad bar and dessert
buffet, all for 990 Baht (children maximum 50% discount) / 1,540 Baht
with freeflow wine buffet.
Happy Nightcaps 9:30-11:30 P.M. (Except Sundays)

Hydro health by Singha

Try it and see. That’s all I can say folks!

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

The Polo Bar
Open daily 5 P.M.-1 A.M. (No live music on Tuesdays)
Pre-dinner drinks or after-dinner cocktails, the Polo Bar is a relaxed and
elegant place to get together. Our resident quartet entertains nightly.
Try our speciality coffees. Nightly Happy Aperitifs 5-7 P.M.

SINGHA
BEFORE YOUR DINNER…
Happy Aperitifs at THE POLO BAR
5.00 – 7.00P.M.
Unlimited Singha Draught Beer
Baht 250 net

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Lobby Lounge
In case you hadn’t noticed, it is our proud boast that just about
everywhere you dine or imbibe at Dusit Thani Hua Hin you will
have a water view.
However, we also go to great lengths to ensure that the line
from Samuel Coleridge ‘Rime of the Ancient Mariner ‘ which
states ‘Water, water everywhere, nor any drop to drink’ does
not hold true.
Fully realising that the Dusit Thani, Hua Hin is the ideal location to unwind, it comes as no surprise that many of our guests
enjoy relaxing by our swimming pools or on the beach.
Since we are located in a tropical climate, with temperatures
sometimes climbing into the high thirties, it is important to
make sure you drink enough water, especially if you are ex-

posed to the sun for extended periods of time. Therefore, in the
Thai spirit of ‘nam jai’ literally meaning ‘water from the heart’
or simply ‘generosity’, we like to offer complimentary drinking
water twice a day, at 11A.M. and then again at 2.30P.M.
Whether you are relaxing on the beach or around the pool,
watch out for the people in the white T-shirts who will be
happy to provide bottles of water sponsored by Singha.
Dusit Mineral Water is available throughout the day at 25 Baht
per bottle and please feel free to choose from a variety of soft
drinks, cocktails, wines and beers from our poolside service
outlets.
The hotel of course continues to provide 2 complimentary
bottles of drinking water in each guest room daily as usual.

Open daily 10 A.M.- Midnight
A relaxing place to watch the world go by, enjoy the great views. Traditional afternoon tea is served daily.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Sala Thip
Open daily 10 A.M.-7 P.M.
A great poolside location to relax, play and enjoy your preferred choice
of drinks and light refreshments.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

Room Service
24 hours daily
Please refer to the Room Service Menu in your in-room Directory of
Services for a delicious selection of food at any time of the day or
night.
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
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A FESTIVAL of TWO CITIES

© Laurent Ferraglio

Spa-light D-stress

Fringe Festival 2011 @ Hua Hin & Bangkok
29 January – 17 March 2011
For the first time, Patravadi Theatre’s Fringe Festival will cover not
only one city but two! Fringe Festival
2011 will take place in Bangkok and Hua
Hin from 29 January to 17 March, at both
of the organiser’s theatrical bases, Patravadi Theatre and Vic Hua Hin.
Supported by the Office of Contemporary Arts and Culture, Ministry of Culture of Thailand, this year’s Fringe Festival
does not boast to be big, but small and
beautiful. Creative events of performances
and films are invited from both overseas
and Thailand to join this annual platform
of creative artistry.
© Stefan Smidt

The festival will begin with American
physical comedienne Hilary Chaplain’s
solo performance “A Life in Her Day”.
An original amalgam of Lucille Ball and
Charlie Chaplin, Hilary Chaplain, with
the aid of objects and puppets, reveals the
intimate moments of a Jewish woman
chasing her dream of happiness ever after. Hilary’s performance will be opened
with puppeteer Rima Miller’s short performance “Introductions”.
The festival’s biggest sensation, “Faust –
Told in the Best Songs of Rock and Pop”
is from Switzerland. Renowned Swiss
actor Daniel Rohr blends over 40 alltime rock and pop favourites from Louis
Armstrong, Beatles, Rolling Stones, Pink
Floyd,The Doors, to Michael Jackson and
Madonna to retell Goethe’s everlasting
love story of Faust. The result is a perfect
concert-and-theatre combo that delivers
vibrant live music, humorous acting and
theatrical inspirations that communicate
beyond languages. While the audience
will not have difficulty following the
journey of the songs, the production will
take care of those who have concern with
language by providing Thai and English
subtitles for both its original German
version and English version. “Faust” is
supported by Swiss Arts Council Pro

Helvetia, Suisse Theatre, Goethe-Institut
Thailand, the Embassy of Switzerland and
Swiss School Bangkok.
Fringe Festival has long since pioneered
collaboration between Thai and international artists. This year, Thailand’s most
stimulating physical theatre troupe BFloor will pair up with Fringe’s favourite
Japanese group Wangnin Bunmei to create
a new performance “Wanto – Space-ODizzy”. Wangnin Bunmei is known for
its creative staging of music, idiosyncratic
butoh style and its zest in engaging the
audience. With B-Floor’s taste for open
and creative collaboration and it’s touch
on social awareness, the two groups will
present the uniqueness of spaces in cities in their most original imagery weaved
by live music, dance and physical theatre.
This collaboration is supported by Japan
Foundation Bangkok.
Another cross-cultural collaboration is
“Bow Project 2011”. The Bow Project
is a group of music-and-dance film artists
from Europe and Asia who first met in
China and have continued to work together ever since. In 2010 they presented
“Final Bow”, an evening of live music
and dance at Patravadi Theatre. They will
revisit with new works at the festival.

For further details, please visit our website: www.devaranaspa.com
Devarana Spa at Dusit Thani Hua Hin
Tel: +66 0 3244 2494

SWEETEN UP YOUR SKIN WITH DEVARANA SPA’ SCRUB CAKES

On a more Asian-contemporary note, two
works from this region are presented. Jitti
Chompee will re-run his recent success
of “18 Monkeys”, which gracefully fuses
the traditions of khon with ballet and
tango against the backdrop of western
classical music. A co-presentation with
La Fete, “Fang Lao” by Olé Khamchanla
from Cie. A’corps, is a unique and sensitive hip-hop dance routine bringing together dancers narrating their stories and
experiences through hip hop, fone lao
(traditional Lao dance) and khon (Thai
masked dance). “Fang Lao” is presented
in conjunction with Culture France.

© Boaz Zippor

Further information and tickets for the events
for Vic Hua Hin can be obtained from:
Vic Hua Hin: 032 827 814-5 or www.
vichuahin.com

FRINGE Festival 2011 @ Hua Hin - VIC HUA HIN
DATE
29 Jan
5, 12 Feb
19 Feb

TIME
EVENT
7:30P.M. Solo Physical Comedy

A LIFE IN HER DAY
Hilary Chaplain (US)
7:30P.M. Live Music + Dance + Physical Theatre

26 Feb

B-Floor (Thailand) & Wangnin Bunmei (Japan)
7:30P.M. Contemporary Dance Theatre

This 2011, let Devarana Spa transform your ordinary body scrub ritual into a stress-free
moment of pure and sweet indulgence with its tempting assortment of four luscious
Scrub Cakes for skin exfoliation - Carrot & Orange Scrub Cake, Butterfly Pea & Coconut
Scrub Cake, Green Tea & Red Bean Scrub Cake, Pumpkin & Bale Fruit Scrub Cake; each
of these wonderful scrubs is available for each season throughout the year.
From January to March, enjoy a sweet-and-sour Carrot & Orange Scrub Cake that
offers an irresistibly touchable skin that you can’t resist. From April to June, a light,
summery Butterfly Pea & Coconut Scrub Cake refreshes dull summer complexion with
its purple-blue mixture. During July to September, a rich, creamy Green Tea and Red
Bean Scrub Cake offers all the benefits of skin beautifying treatment that resembles
the Japanese way. From October to December, a hydrating Pumpkin & Bael Fruit Scrub
Cake brings optimal nourishment and special care to the holiday and winter season.
Made from scratch with fresh, natural ingredients, each sweet Scrub Cake recipe will
gently exfoliate to smooth and even skin tone for a rosy, radiant glow. So why not
include them in your must-try list to maintain a healthy, beautiful skin today!
Price : THB 2,100++ (60 mins. each)
OR purchase four vouchers of any scrub cakes (45 mins. each) for THB 8,400 net and
receive two vouchers of 60-minute Swedish Massage with our compliments (valued
at THB 2,200++ each)
Validity: 1 January – 31 December 2011
Venue: Available at all Devarana Spas

TICKETS
500B, 400B,
300B
600B, 400B

SPACE-O-DIZZY
From Israel Fringe Festival comes the
talented Yael Rasooly’s “Paper Cut!”.
An imaginative and absolutely hilarious award-wining solo performance of
paper-and-object theatre. Yael Rasooly
transforms herself into a lonely secretary,
playing with cut-outs from old black and
white magazines to escape into a world of
glamour and romance, falling into a rendezvous that turns out to be a Hitchcock
nightmare! The performance is sponsored
by the Embassy of Israel.

Devarana, pronounced “Te-WaRun”, is a Thai-Sanskrit word
meaning “garden in heaven”
that was inspired by ancient
Thai literature “Traibhumikatha”
written by Phraya Lithai of the
Sukhothai Dynasty in 1345 AD.
Devarana Spa was established
to offer spa lovers “outstanding
spa services” at selected fivestar hotels. With an emphasis on
pampering and wellness, “Eastmeets-West” Thai health and
beauty practices have been sourced from age-old therapies and updated
with modern knowledge to pamper and revitalize guests.

600B, 400B

VIP JETS are at your service for private jet flights to/from Hua Hin
to Bangkok or anywhere else in Asia.
Contact us for specific offers travelling in our new Cessna Citation Mustang twin-jet
with two pilots and up to four passengers in air-conditioned, pressurized comfort.

18 MONKEYS
5 Mar

Jitti Chompee Production (Thailand)
7:30P.M. Hip Hop Dance

FANG LAO
12 Mar

Cie. A’corps (France-Thailand-Laos)
7:30P.M. Solo Object & Paper Theatre

PAPER CUT!
Yael Rasooly (Israel)

600B, 400B,
100B (S)
500B, 400B,
300B

VIP Jets Ltd.
1/109 Soi Mahadlek Luang 3, Rajdamri Road, Lumpini, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330, Thailand
T. +66 (0) 2 6262121, F. +66 (0) 2 6518110, E-mail: matzig@vip-jets.net
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Timeless Fashion

@ Dusit Shop

Hua Hin’s select & only
Fashionarium
You and tube

Tube Gallery has been one of Thailand’s
leading fashion houses for well over
a decade and Dusit Thani Hua Hin is
delighted to join hands with them in
launching our own ‘Dusit by Tube Gallery’ collection for men and women.
Designed by Saksit Pisalasupongs and
Phisit Jongnarangsin, both in their thirties and whose cutting-edge works have
lit up catwalks at fashion shows not just
in Thailand but around the world, we
feel sure that if you strut your own stuff
to our Dusit Shop on our Lobby level
you’ll find something there to suit you
down to the ground or dress you up to
the nines.

